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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR OBTAINING 
LOWEST BID FROM INFORMATION PRODUCT 

VENDORS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention generally relates to an appa 
ratus and method for creating a database representing print 
and other information product vendor pools for one or more 
subscribing buyers, and for selecting the loWest bidder from 
the databases represented vendor pool on a per-job basis 
and, more particularly, for creating and maintaining a data 
base representing a vendor pool for each subscribing buyer 
of printing and other customiZed print information product 
goods and services, the database further representing capa 
bilities of said vendors, receiving invitations-for-bid from 
buyers, extracting vendor quali?cation criteria data from 
said invitations-for-bid, transmitting invitations to bid on 
said invitations-for-bid to quali?ed ones of said vendors, 
based on said vendor quali?cation criteria data, and select 
ing from among the responding vendors based on the 
response price and other factors. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Purchase of print and other customiZed information 
product goods and services, such as business cards and 
forms, envelopes, labels, pamphlets, CD ROMS, notepads, 
transparencies, brochures, and bound books differs from 
non-custom manufactured goods or services in that print and 
other information product goods and services are generally 
not pre-stocked as “off-the-shelf" items but, instead, must be 
speci?cally manufactured or provided to meet the buyer’s 
particular requirements. Consequently, print and other infor 
mation product goods and services frequently cannot be 
purchased “off-the-shelf” at ?xed prices appearing on stan 
dard price lists. Instead, most print and other information 
product goods and services are customiZed to some extent 
and, accordingly, their prices are established When the 
speci?c goods or services are themselves identi?ed, either 
by an actual order, invitation-for-bid (“IFB”), request-for 
quote (“RFQ”), or request-for-proposal (“RFP”); only then 
can the manufacturer or service provider assess the precise 
quality and manufacturing or service speci?cations required 
to perform the job. 

[0003] The general procedure used in the prior are of 
procurement of print and other customiZed information 
product goods and services is that the buyer provides the 
actual order, or the IFB, RFQ, or RFP to one or more printers 
With Whom, in general, the buyer has had suf?cient previous 
experience to knoW What type of product or level of service 
can be provided. For purposes of this description, the terms 
“printer” and “print vendor” are interchangeable and are 
de?ned as an entity Which manufactures or sells traditional 
forms of printing or other non-traditional types of informa 
tion product goods or services, Which are or Which consist 
of any tangible medium for communicating or displaying 
text, images, or other graphical or pictorial information, 
including, but not limited to, business forms, labels, pam 
phlets, books, ?yers, brochures, transparencies, CD ROMs, 
stickers, business cards, envelopes, and note pads. For 
purposes of this description the terms “print information 
product” and “print information goods” are interchangeable 
and de?ned to include all of the above-identi?ed goods and 
services. The printer then revieWs the buyer’s product manu 
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facturing and delivery speci?cations or requirements con 
tained in the order, IFB, RFQ, or RFP including physical 
speci?cations, characteristics of style, quantities, mode of 
shipment, delivery schedule, and quality level required to 
perform individual jobs or estimated job requirement over a 
given period of time and, based on or extrapolating from 
previous experiences, provides an estimated price or bid to 
the buyer. Generally the buyer Will provide the order, 
invitation-for-bid, request-for-quote, or request-for-proposal 
to a single or very limited number of print vendors, and 
aWard the contract to the single or loWest bidder. 

[0004] In folloWing this general procedure in the prior art, 
hoWever, buyers of printing and other customiZed informa 
tion product goods or services confront the so-called “iron 
triangle” of quality, timeliness, and cost. Buyers Want a 
product or service that is good, fast, and cheap, but What they 
discover is that traditional procurements methods Will, at 
best, only achieve tWo of these three ideals on any given job. 
Thus, a buyer might demand and receive top quality on a 
“rush” order, but only at a high cost. Conversely, negotiating 
a loWer price may achieve cost savings, but also compromise 
quality and timeliness. 

[0005] This problem is heightened by great elasticity in 
the so-called “market” price of printing or other customiZed 
information product goods or services, Which can vary 
Widely from vendor to vendor and from Week to Week. This 
elasticity results from the fact that pricing of such custom 
iZed goods or services greatly depends on (1) the level of 
service and quality desired; (2) the labor and equipment 
required to produce the job or provide the service; (3) the 
amount time involved in producing the job or providing the 
service; (4) Whether the job or service can be engineered or 
designed in a cost-effective Way; and (5) Whether the cus 
tomer order can be included in the print vendor’s production 
schedule to comply With the required delivery date. 

[0006] This last factor is particularly crucial. Most print 
vendors are “hard-iron” manufacturers With high overhead 
and labor costs. As a result, idle equipment and labor can be 
devastating to a print vendor’s pro?t margin. At the same 
time, print vendors must be ready to service their regular 
customers on short notice, Which means planning for doWn 
time in the production schedule to ensure that their machin 
ery is available for “rush” orders. Managing customer job 
orders in a Way that minimiZes these “holes” in the produc 
tion schedule is frequently What distinguishes the pro?table 
print vendor from the insolvent one. 

[0007] As a result of this tension betWeen the cost of idle 
equipment and labor and the need to preserve doWntime for 
regular customers, print vendors are constantly seeking 
short-turnaround jobs to ?ll their production “holes” When 
their regular orders do not materialiZe. To obtain these 
short-turnaround jobs, many print vendors Will resort to 
extremely loW pricing, provided that they can do so Without 
undermining their regular customer relations. This pricing 
strategy is called “contribution pricing”. “Contribution” 
pricing is the practice of bidding out Work at beloW normal 
pro?t margins because any income above out-of-pocket 
costs “contributes”, 100%, to the print vendor’s bottom line 
in comparison to cost of letting its labor and machinery 
remain idle. In current printing markets, “contribution” 
pricing on a regular basis is found only in federal and state 
government procurements of print information products. 
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[0008] In both public and private sector print information 
product markets, however, traditional procurement methods 
and prior art devices have failed to solve this “iron triangle” 
because of their inability to take advantage of “contribution” 
pricing Without incurring prohibitive administrative costs or 
sacri?cing quality or timeliness. There are many reasons for 
this failure. First, the purchase or procurement of printing 
and other customiZed information product goods and ser 
vices frequently requires specialiZed knoWledge and exper 
tise in ?nding the right print vendor for each job. Most 
businesses, hoWever, hire purchasing of?cials With general 
procurement knoWledge Who are then given responsibility 
for a Wide range of purchases. As a result, the purchasing 
of?cial is forced to rely on the print vendor’s expertise in 
designing or engineering a print job, Which too often results 
in the most expensive (and most pro?table for the print 
vendor) design, engineering, or production process. 

[0009] Second, in order to ?nd the manufacturer or service 
provider Who is Willing to offer the loWest “contribution” 
pricing on any given job, the buyer must often request price 
quotations from doZens or even hundreds of vendors. In the 
actual business environment, hoWever, there are dif?culties 
Which makes selection of a print vendor Willing to offer 
“contribution” pricing dif?cult for the buyer. There are also 
dif?culties and tradeoffs Which make preparation of 
responding bids difficult for the print vendors. For example, 
from the buyers perspective, a ?rst difficulty is identifying 
the pool of print vendors to Whom it should send its IFB or 
RFQ. A larger vendor pool Would, in theory, be desirable 
because it usually means a loWer bid can be received. This 
is Well-knoWn in the general business World. HoWever, 
identifying such a large vendor pool is generally not prac 
tical. A main reason is that gathering and maintaining 
information about a large number of current and potential 
print vendors is time consuming and expensive. FeW com 
panies have the time, money, or inclination to maintain a 
large, up-to-date database on such potential vendors, par 
ticularly When soliciting doZens of bids or quotations Will 
itself require staff and administrative time that costs more 
than the savings generated from competitive bidding. This 
disparity is heightened by the fact that most print jobs 
involve relatively loW dollar purchases or procurements. 

[0010] In addition, even if a buyer Were Willing to absorb 
the administrative costs associated With keeping a large 
database of vendors to improve the competitive bidding, the 
buyer is often reluctant to do so because quality control 
becomes more dif?cult as the vendor pool increases. Part of 
quality control is to monitor the quality and dependability of 
goods and services output by each vendor in the vendor 
pool. This is dif?cult not due only to the volume of the 
information, but also to the fact that the buyer must gener 
ally obtain such information from its oWn dealings With the 
vendor. The reason is that reliability, price history, and 
quality of a print vendor’s Work for other buyers may not be 
obtainable. This is another reason that buyers Will not seek 
goods or services from neW vendors because negative infor 
mation on their reliability or quality may then be learned ?rst 
hand. 

[0011] In the pubic sector, Where federal and state agen 
cies are often required by laW to make bid opportunities 
available to large numbers of vendors, procurements of print 
information products typically result in poor quality control 
and relatively high administrative costs that must be subsi 
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diZed by the taxpayer. In contrast, traditional procurement 
methods and prior art devices in the private sector have 
emphasiZed quality control by limiting the vendor pool for 
print information goods and services to a small number of 
reliable vendors With Which it has previously done business. 
HoWever, as the present inventor has discovered, there is a 
signi?cant cost problem associated With limiting of the 
vendor pool to a small number. The problem is that the 
limited competition results in vendors offering, and charg 
ing, higher prices, being undisciplined by a more competi 
tive market. Such prior art methods are typically based on 
direct negotiation With preferred vendors in established 
commercial relationships, often resulting in controlled term 
pricing that lumps procurements together in the hope of 
enhancing the print buyer’s buying poWer Within a narroW 
pool of vendors; and “best buy” or “best value” procurement 
practices (Which are noW being adopted increasingly in the 
public sector) that are largely creative user or quality control 
driven. 

[0012] Because of the limitations of traditional procure 
ment methods, print vendors are often left not only With 
unscheduled holes in their production schedules, but also 
unable to ?ll doWntime purposefully set aside for last minute 
“rush” orders from regular customers. Moreover, even those 
print vendors Who Would gain, in an immediate sense, from 
contribution pricing are frequently unWilling to offer that 
pricing to their regular customers. The reason is that the 
regular customer, after once receiving a contribution pricing 
from its vendor due to the vendor then facing idle machine 
time, Would expect to pay the same loW prices for its future 
print jobs. The regular customer Would even expect the 
vendor to give contribution pricing at times When the vendor 
lacks idle production capacity. As a result, the vendor Would 
have to displace more pro?table Work to accept the loWer 
paying Work, in order maintain the goodWill of its customer. 

[0013] The printing industry addresses the problem of 
maximiZing machine utiliZation Without compromising its 
relationship With preferred customers through sales and 
marketing efforts Which, in turn, increase the cost of each 
print job and Which, ultimately, the print vendor passes to the 
print buyer through higher prices. The need to maximiZe 
factory ?oor and machine utiliZation is in no Way unique to 
the printing industry. It is a major concern in many other 
customiZed manufacturing operations. 

[0014] As a consequence of the foregoing, there has been 
a long felt need for a system and method of competitive 
pricing for custom printed goods and printing services that: 
(1) identi?es and manages large vendor pool to obtain the 
bene?t of enhanced pricing competition, Without imposing 
relatively high administrative costs or causing a loss of 
quality control; (2) offers vendors an inexpensive, cost 
effective and reliable system for obtaining access to print 
jobs and speci?cations Without added marketing costs and 
sales commissions; and (3) does not rely on the vendors’ 
product expertise to establish price, but rather alloWs each 
vendor to bid high, bid loW, or not bid at all based, strictly, 
on their production capabilities and need to ?ll available 
time in their production schedules. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] The present invention provides a system and 
method for selecting a printing vendor from a plurality of 
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printing vendors, comprising steps of receiving, at a central, 
conventional database server termed herein as “the Print 
ProSysSM server”, an initial vendor pool data set from each 
of a plurality of buyers, the initial vendor data set identifying 
an initial vendor pool for that buyer, entering the initial 
vendor pool data set into a vendor database Within the 
“PrintProSysSM server”, transmitting an invitation to sub 
scribe to each vendor in the initial vendor pool, receiving a 
vendor capability data from a sub-plurality of the vendors in 
the initial vendor pool, the vendor capability data describing 
each vendor’s print capabilities, entering the vendor capa 
bility data into the vendor database, receiving at the Print 
ProSysSM server a buyer’s invitation-for-bid describing a 
customiZed print or other information product or service that 
the buyer Wishes to procure or obtain bids for, calculating or 
extracting a vendor selection criteria data from the buyer’s 
invitation-for-bid, the vendor selection criteria data de?ning 
the values that a vendor’s capability data must meet to 
qualify for, and to receive, a vendor’s invitation-for-bid 
requesting a bid response corresponding to the buyer’s 
invitation-for-bid. 

[0016] The method of the present invention then compares 
and correlates the vendor selection criteria data to the vendor 
capability data ?eld of each vendor data record in the 
buyer’s vendor pool database. The PintProSysSM server then 
transmits a vendor’s invitation-for-bid data to each vendor in 
the buyer’s vendor pool Whose vendor capability data ?eld 
meets the vendor selection criteria data extracted from the 
buyer’s invitation-for-bid data. Next, the PrintProSysSM 
server receives a plurality of responding bid data, each being 
from a corresponding one of the plurality of vendors to 
Whom a vendor invitation-for-bid data Was transmitted, and 
each representing the transmitting vendor’s price for the 
particular print information goods or services requested. The 
PrintProSysSM server then selects the responding bid data 
having the loWest represented vendor price and generates 
information identifying the buyer of the identity of the 
selected vendor. 

[0017] Upon the PrintProSysSM server’s receipt of an 
approval data from the buyer, it issues an order to the 
selected vendor for the purchase of the at least one printed 
item. In addition, the PrintProSysSM server’s transmits to the 
remaining non-selected vendors in the vendor pool a bidding 
result data representing the identity of the selected vendor, 
and the rank order value of the bid data submitted by all 
other selection pool vendors. 

[0018] The PrintProSysSM server of the invention has the 
further ability to maintain multiple vendor pools for each of 
a plurality of buyers, the multiple vendor pools for a 
particular buyer corresponding to multiple print product or 
service types that the buyer procures. 

[0019] A still further embodiment transmits a data repre 
senting the bid price of all received bids, to all vendors Who 
submitted bids. 

[0020] A further embodiment of the invention assigns a 
preferred vendor ?ag to each vendor record and then selects 
vendors for receiving vendors’ invitation-for-bid based on 
the ?ag value. 

[0021] A still further embodiment of the invention auto 
matically generates a set of project milestone data for use in 
monitoring the Winning vendor’s progress on the buyer’s 
requested print job or service. 
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[0022] A still further embodiment of the invention 
receives an invoice data from the Winning print vendor upon 
completion of the job, and generates a corresponding buy 
er’s invoice in response. The system then receives a fund 
transfer from the buyer based on the buyer’s invoice and 
deposits the fund into an escroW account. Next, the system 
subtracts a system fee from the deposited amount, transfers 
that system fee to a system administration account, and 
transmits the remainder from the escroW to the Winning print 
vendor. This embodiment provides a single source account 
ing for buyers dealing With a plurality of vendors. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] These features and advantages of the present inven 
tion Will be more fully disclosed in, or rendered obvious by, 
the folloWing detailed description of the preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, Which is to be considered together 
With the accompanying draWings Wherein like numbers refer 
to like parts and further Wherein: 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a general ?oW chart shoWing the steps 
associated With a preferred ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0025] FIG. 2 is a tabulated format of information ?elds 
submitted by potential subscribing print vendors for the 
pre-quali?cation step of creating a database of a buyer’s 
pool of print vendor; 

[0026] FIG. 3 is a general ?oW chart shoWing steps of a 
second embodiment of the invention, using a preferred 
vendor ?ag as a selection criteria for receiving invitations 
for-bid; and 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a general ?oW chart of another embodi 
ment of the invention, having a milestone generation feature. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0028] The method and apparatus of the present invention 
Will be better understood by a description of its operation in 
reference to the attached ?gures. 

[0029] For purposes of this description tile folloWing 
de?nitions apply: 

[0030] The index “i” identi?es the particular vendor; 

[0031] The index “j” identi?es a particular buyer; 

[0032] The value “J” is the number of buyers; 

[0033] VRiJ- is the vendor record of the ith vendor in 
the jth buyer’s vendor pool or, equivalently, a vendor 
record of a vendor “i” that is a approved by buyer “j” 
for receiving bids on that buyer’s jobs; 

[0034] is the number of vendors in the jth buyer’s 
vendor pool or, equivalently, the number of vendors 
having vendor records VRiJ- indicating approval by 
buyer “j” for receiving bids on that buyer’s jobs; 

[0035] BVPJ- is the Buyer’s Vendor Pool of the jth 
buyer, referencing all of the - vendor records VRiJ 

associated With the jth buyer; the plurality of vendor records VRi, in the server database is the 

Buyer’s Vendor Pool BVPj, for j=1 to J. 

[0036] Other de?nitions are recited Where appropriate. 
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[0037] Referring to FIG. 1, the process begins at step 2 by 
inputting for each of J buyers, each identi?ed by the index 
j, a plurality of vendor records VRiJ- into the memory of 
a conventional netWork server running under WindoWs NT 
or any of the equivalent server operating systems that are 
Well-knoWn in the art. The server is termed the PrintPro 
SysSM server for purposes of this description. 

[0038] The method then proceeds to step 4 Where an 
invitation-to-subscribe ITSij, for i=1 to K], is generated for 
each of the vendors identi?ed by the jth buyer, for each of 
the J buyers. 

[0039] Next, at step 6, a vendor capability attribute data, 
VAij, for i=1 to L]- is quanti?ed by each of a plurality of L] 
vendors, where L]- is the number of vendors from the 
quantity K]- of vendors in the jth Buyer’s Vendor Pool BVPJ 
from Whom a vendor capability attribute data is received. 

For each jth buyer the value of L]- can range from Zero to The vendor capability attribute data, VAij represents the 

manufacturing, production, or provider capabilities of the ith 
or submitting vendor. The vendor capability attributes VAiJ 
are in terms of understandable descriptor Words, having 
speci?c value tables determined by the particular implemen 
tation of the system. An example set of vendor capability 
attributes VAiJ- is shoWn on FIG. 2, and includes the vendor’s 
ability to generate various quantity ranges of: Books, includ 
ing loose-leaf, side-stitched and perfect bound; Books, 
Smyth-soWn, case-bound; Books, saddle stitched; Books, 
paste on fold; Binders Only; Print Composition, including 
CD ROM, general, magnetic media, variable imaging, mas 
ter and replication; Die Cutting and Letterpress capabilities; 
Four-Color Process capabilities; Cut Sheets capabilities; 
Business Form Specialties; Continuous Form capabilities; 
Snap Apart Sets capability; capability for Flexography, 
Labels, Decal and Screen Process On Labels; capability for 
Screen Printing and Printing of Plastic, Mylar and Acetate; 
Miscellaneous Printing Processes, including thermography, 
engraving, foil stamping and embossing; capabilities for 
various Specialty Items, including tabloids, micro?ches, 
negatives, lamination, engineering draWings, tags, expan 
sion ?le folders, 3-ring binders and advertising specialties; 
and envelopes. 
[0040] At step 8 the vendor capability attributes VAiJ- are 
transmitted to, received by and stored by the PrintProSysSM 
server. The vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- may be 
submitted by the vendor over the Internet, via an interactive 
data entry terminal, e.g., a conventional personal computer, 
as is knoWn in the art. 

[0041] In an alternative embodiment, the vendor may 
supply the quanti?ed vendor capability attributes VAij by 
paper form (not shoWn), the data from Which is then entered 
into the PrintProSysSM server storage by manual means. As 
yet another alternative, the vendor can supply the quanti?ed 
vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- by magnetic data stor 
age media, or optical data storage media, or equivalent 
transportable media of the types that are Well knoWn in the 
data storage arts. 

[0042] Upon completion of step 8 the PrintProSysSM 
server contains J of the above-identi?ed Buyer’s Vendor 
Pools BVPj, for j=1 to J, each consisting of vendor 
records VRij, each vendor record having the received quan 
ti?ed vendor capability attribute data VAij. The quanti?ed 
vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- ?eld of the vendor 
records VRiJ- for Which no Was received are null entries. 
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[0043] Referring to FIG. 1, any of the J buyers, for 
example the jth buyer, may noW proceed to step 10 and 
transmit a buyer’s invitation for bid speci?cation BIFB to 
the PrintProSysSM server. In response to receiving the BIFB 
from the jth buyer, the PrintProSysSM server goes to step 12 
and calculates or extracts a vendor capability criteria CC 
from the BIFB, Which de?nes the values that the quanti?ed 
vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- ?eld of a vendor record 
VRiJ- must have to qualify for bidding on the job de?ned by 
the buyer’s invitation for bid speci?cation BIFB. 

[0044] Referring again to FIG. 1, the method proceeds to 
step 14 Where the PrintProSysSM server compares or corre 
lates the extracted a vendor capability criteria CC against the 
vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- of each vendor record 
VRiJ- in, or having a j value representing of it being in, the 
jth Buyer’s Vendor Pool BVPj. Next, at step 16, for each, if 
any, of the vendor records VRiJ- having a vendor capability 
attribute data VAij meeting the vendor capability criteria CC, 
the PrintProSysSM server reformats the BIFB into a vendors’ 
invitation for bid VIFB, and transmits the VIFB to the print 
vendor based on the name and address ?eld of the vendor 
record VRij. The vendor’s invitation for bid VIFB speci?es 
the print information product or service in a consistent, 
standardiZed format so that each receiving vendor Will 
understand clearly all product, delivery and other require 
ments for the print information item or service that is being 
placed out for bids by the buyer. This arrangement ensures 
that the bids are comparable and that mistakes as to the 
requirements of the buyer are minimiZed, While enabling 
each vendor to prepare a more precise calculation of its 
responding bid Bi. 

[0045] Referring to FIG. 1, at step 18 one or more of the 
vendors receiving the vendor’s invitation for bid VIFB 
submits a bid Bi to the system, Where the index “i” identi?es 
the submitting vendor. The bid is received by and input to 
the PrintProSysSM data server. Then, at step 20 the Print 
ProSysSM data server detects the loWest price bid and at step 
22 transmits to the buyer a data, WIN, informing of the 
identity of that loWest price vendor. At step 24 the Print 
ProSysSM server aWaits receipt of approval data APP from 
the buyer and, upon receipt, issues an order data ORDER to 
the selected vendor for purchase of the print item or pro 
curement of the printing service at the bid price. If step 24 
does not receive the approval data APP no order data 
ORDER is transmitted. At step 26 the PrintProSysSM data 
server generates BIDINFORM data representing the remain 
ing non-selected vendors in the vendor selection pool VSPJ-k 
and the identity and the bid price of the bids Bi received from 
all of the responding vendors, and this data is then trans 
mitted to all of the vendors. 

[0046] A minor variation of the above-described ?rst 
embodiment, Which is not shoWn, omits the step 4 genera 
tion of the invitation-to-subscribe ITSij, for i=1 to 

[0047] A ?rst embodiment of the invention, and variations 
thereof, have been described in reference to FIG. 1. In the 
FIG. 1 embodiment, step 2 inputs a vendor record VRiJ- for 
each ivendor Which make up an initial vendor pool for each 
buyer j, and steps 6 and 8 then quantify and input a vendor 
capability attribute VAiJ- into one or more of the vendor 
records VRij. The above-described step 12 then calculates or 
extracts a vendor capability criteria CC from the invitation 
for bid BIFB, Which de?nes the values that the quanti?ed 
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vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- must have to qualify the 
ith vendor for bidding on the jth buyer’s BIFB. Step 14 then 
selects the vendors that receive the vendor’s invitation-for 
bid VIFB, based on comparing the vendor capability criteria 
CC to the quanti?ed vendor capability attribute data VAiJ- for 
each the jth buyer’s vendors i. 

[0048] Referring to FIG. 3, an alternative embodiment is 
depicted, With like blocks having like labels compared to 
FIG. 1. In the FIG. 3 embodiment, each vendor record VRiJ 
has a preferred vendor ?ag PVij. The preferred vendor ?ag 
has logical values of “yes” and “no”, Which represent 
Whether the ith vendor is a preferred vendor for the jth buyer. 
The value of PViJ- can be set at step 40, When the vendor 
record VRiJ- is entered. Step 40 is otherWise identical to step 
2 of FIG. 1. This embodiment does not enter vendor 
capability attributes VCiJ- and does not extract a capability 
criteria CC from a received buyer’s invitation-for-bid. 
Instead, after receipt of a BIFB at step 10, vendors are 
selected at step 42 to receive vendor’s invitations-for-bid 
VIFB solely on Whether or not the vendor is a preferred 
vendor of the jth buyer. 

[0049] Referring to FIG. 4, an example of a still further 
embodiment of the invention Will be described. The example 
FIG. 4 embodiment comprises the above-described steps for 
the FIG. 1 ?rst embodiment, and an additional step 28 at 
Which the PrintsroSysSM generates a milestone data set 
MSTONE representing a set of job milestones calculated 
from the schedule, quantity and product or service descrip 
tors corresponding to the aWarded bid. Example milestones 
values represented by MSTONE include, but are not limited 
to, paper and supply availability, scheduling and ?nishing of 
prep, proo?ng, pre-press, press sheet inspections, press 
Work, bindery, special ?nishing and shipping and delivery. 

[0050] A still further embodiment, Which is not depicted, 
combines the above-described step 28 of generating a mile 
stone data set MSTONE With the above-described embodi 
ment of FIG. 3. 

[0051] Another embodiment of the invention combines 
embodiments of FIGS. 1 and 3, and selects vendors for 
receipt of vendors’ invitation-for-bid VIFB based on either 
of the tWo described selection criteria being met, i.e., if the 
extracted vendor capability criteria CC is met by the vendor 
capability data VCij, or if the vendor has a preferred vendor 
PViJ- ?ag value of “yes”. 

[0052] Yet another embodiment of the invention receives 
an invoice data from the Winning print vendor upon comple 
tion of the job, and generates a corresponding buyer’s 
invoice in response. The system then receives a fund transfer 
from the buyer based on the buyer’s invoice and deposits the 
fund into an escroW account. Next, the system subtracts a 
system fee from the deposited amount, transfers that system 
fee to a system administration account, and transmits the 
remainder from the escroW to the Winning print vendor. This 
embodiment provides a single source accounting for buyers 
dealing With a plurality of vendors. 

[0053] As can be readily determined by one of ordinary 
skill in the art of print procurement, there are numerous 
advantages obtained With the present described invention. 
First, the invention quanti?es both the buyer’s needs and the 
vendors, attributes in a database system that matches objec 
tive print information product or service speci?cations With 
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pre-determined vendor quality levels and manufacturing, 
production, or provider capabilities. The invention creates 
multiple vendor pools for each buyer, each vendor pool 
being for a particular type of print information product or 
services. As a result, the print buyer has a large pool of 
quali?ed vendors to Which each invitation-for-bid can be 
distributed. Further, the buyer is no longer dependent on an 
individual print vendor’s specialiZed knoWledge and, 
instead, is able to obtain competitive pricing based on 
objective speci?cations that re?ect the buyer’s requirements 
rather than one particular vendor’s existing backlog, manu 
facturing, production, or provider preferences. At the same 
time, print vendors can calculate more precisely, and hence 
more competitively, the pricing in their bids due to avail 
ability of complete objective speci?cations. Most impor 
tantly, given a sufficiently large vendor pool for each job, 
combined With the fact that each vendor can bid high, bid 
loW, or not bid at all Without concern for loss of the buyer’s 
good Will, the buyer is virtually assured of receiving “con 
tribution pricing” from at least one responding vendor on 
each and every job. 

[0054] In addition, by employing the invention, the print 
buyer sets the parameters for both vendor pool selection and 
for the bidding and aWard process. The parameters are set in 
such a Way, hoWever, that vendor quality and responsibility 
is determined at the time each vendor pool is established and 
only the responsiveness of each vendor’s bid is revieWed at 
the time of aWard. In this manner, the buyer can create and 
manage large vendor pools Without having to assess the 
quality of each bidder each time an individual job is bid 
Moreover, the bidding and aWard process is standardiZed so 
as to make the dissemination of invitations for bid, the 
receipt of bids, and the aWard of the job to the loWest 
responsive and responsible bidder virtually automatic and 
Without the need for additional procurement staff or the 
expenditure of related out-of pocket administrative costs. 

[0055] Moreover, the invention creates a system of “no 
holds barred” competitive bidding. Once approved for a 
vendor bidding pool, the printing vendor no longer has to 
expend additional costs on sales or marketing to obtain 
future jobs from the same buyer, and from other buyers With 
pre-quali?cation requirements met by the vendor’s capabil 
ity attributes. The printing vendor is thereby assured access 
to future bidding opportunities that match the vendor’s 
quanti?ed quality level and/or manufacturing, production, or 
provider capabilities. In addition, knoWing beforehand that 
the aWard Will go to the loWest responsive and responsible 
bidder, each participating vendor Will have an incentive to 
submit their loWest bid upfront, rather than hold back their 
loWest bid, as they Would otherWise be inclined to do if the 
aWard Was still going to be negotiated after bid opening. The 
invention further provides that all bids are released to all 
bidders after aWard, thereby creating a “ratcheting doWn” 
effect as each vendor learns hoW loW the price range is likely 
to be on similar jobs in the future. As result, buyers Who use 
the invention Will bene?t from consistently loW prices from 
selected quality vendors, While enabling their purchasing 
personnel to focus on budget planning, job preparation, 
internal customer service needs, and production quality and 
compliance. 

[0056] It is to be understood that the present invention is 
described above in reference to speci?c embodiments Which 
are for purposes of example only, and that the invention is 
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not limited to the speci?c arrangement, order of processing, 
or hardware for carrying out the steps as described herein 
above or shoWn in the draWings, but also comprises the 
various rnodi?cations readily apparent to one skilled in the 
art upon reading this speci?cation, as de?ned by the broadest 
scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for competitive bidding by print information 

product vendors cornprising steps of: 

inputting a plurality of vendor records into a storage of a 
general purpose cornputer, each of said vendor records 
having a data ?eld identifying a print information 
product vendor and a buyer identi?cation data ?eld 
identifying a buyer that said vendor is associated With; 

inputting a buyer’s invitation-for-bid data into said gen 
eral purpose cornputer, said buyer’s invitation-for-bid 
data having a buyer identi?cation data, and having an 
invitation for bid on a print information product job 
from said buyer; 

identifying at least one vendor record as quali?ed, based 
on a match of said buyer identi?cation data and the 
buyer identi?cation data ?eld of said at least one 
vendor record; 

transmitting a vendor’s invitation-for-bid data to said at 
least one vendor; 

inputting into said general purpose computer a plurality of 
bid data, each from one of said plurality of vendors to 
Which said vendor’s invitation-for-bid data Was trans 
rnitted, each of said bid data representing a bid price; 

identifying a bid data from said received bid data having 
the loWest represented bid price; 

outputting a selected vendor data representing the identity 
of the vendor corresponding to the bid data identi?ed 
by said identifying step; and 

transmitting an order to the vendor represented by said 
selected vendor data. 

2. A method according to claim 1 further comprising a 
step of: 

inserting a vendor capability data into at least one of said 
vendor records, said vendor capability data represent 
ing a set of vendor manufacturing capabilities of the 
print information product vendor identi?ed by said 
record; 

calculating a vendor requirernent data from said buyer’s 
invitation-for-bid data, said vendor requirernent data 
representing a set vendor manufacturing capabilities 
required for performing said print information product 
job; and 

comparing said vendor requirernent data to the print 
information product records associated With the buyer 
from which said buyer’s inforrnation-for-bid Was 
received, 

Wherein said step of identifying at least one vendor record 
as quali?ed is based on said comparing and said match 
of said buyer identi?cation data and the data ?eld of 
said at least one vendor record identifying a buyer that 
said vendor is associated. 
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3. Arnethod according to claim 1 further comprising steps 
of: 

ranking said received bid data according to said repre 
sented bid price; and 

transmitting an information data from said general pur 
pose cornputer to other vendors identifying said 
selected vendor and the rank order value of said 
received bid data. 

4. Arnethod according to claim 2 further comprising steps 
of: 

ranking said received bid data according to said repre 
sented bid price; and 

transmitting an information data from said general pur 
pose cornputer to other vendors identifying said 
selected vendor and the rank order value of said 
received bid data. 

5. A method according to claim 2, Wherein said vendor 
capability data represents the identi?ed vendor’s capability 
to manufacture each of a plurality of different types of print 
information products. 

6. A method according to claim 2, further comprising 
steps of: 

transmitting a request for vendor capability data to said at 
least one vendor associated With at least one of said 
buyers; 

receiving a ?rst forrnatted vendor capability data from 
said at least one vendor; and 

converting said ?rst forrnatted vendor capability data into 
said vendor capability data, 

Wherein said step of inputting a vendor capability data 
inputs said converted data. 

7. A method according to claim 2 Wherein said vendor 
capability data input for each of a plurality of printing 
vendors represents a set of vendor capabilities relating to 
objective and subjective parameters for each of a plurality of 
types of print information products. 

8. A method according to claim 1, further comprising 
steps of: 

inputting into said central data server a completion of job 
data; 

transrnitting from said central data server to said buyer an 
invoice for payment of said bid price; 

inputting a payment from said buyer into an escroW 
account via electronic fund transfer; 

subtracting a system access fee data and a licensing fee 
data from a data representing said payrnent deposited 
into said escroW account to generate a remainder pay 
rnent data; and 

transferring a payment from said escroW account to an 
account of said vendor corresponding to said rernainder 
payrnent data. 

9. A method according to claim 2, further comprising 
steps of: 

inputting into said central data server a completion of job 
data; 

transrnitting from said central data server to said buyer an 
invoice for payment of said bid price; 
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inputting a payment from said buyer into an escrow 
account via electronic fund transfer; 

subtracting a system access fee data and a licensing fee 
data from a data representing said payment deposited 
into said escroW account to generate a remainder pay 
ment data; and 

transferring a payment from said escroW account to an 
account of said vendor corresponding to said remainder 
payment data. 

10. A method according to claim 1, further comprising a 
step of: 

calculating a job milestone data based on said buyer’s 
invitation-for-bid data. 

11. A method according to claim 10 further comprising 
steps of: 

generating a job progress veri?cation request based on 
said job milestone data; and 

entering a data into said central data server representing a 
job progress corresponding to said job progress veri? 
cation request. 

12. A method according to claim 2, further comprising a 
step of: 

calculating a job milestone data based on said buyer’s 
invitation-for-bid data. 

13. A method according to claim 12 further comprising 
steps of: 

generating a job progress veri?cation request based on 
said job milestone data; and 

entering a data into said central data server representing a 
job progress corresponding to said job progress veri? 
cation request. 

14. Asystem for competitive bidding by print information 
product vendors comprising: 

means for inputting a plurality of vendor records into a 
storage of a general purpose computer, each of said 
vendor records having a data ?eld identifying a print 
information product vendor and a buyer identi?cation 
data ?eld identifying a buyer that said vendor is asso 
ciated With; 

means for inputting a buyer’s invitation-for-bid data into 
said general purpose computer, said buyer’s invitation 
for-bid data having a buyer identi?cation data, and 
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having an invitation for bid on a print information 
product job from said buyer; 

means for identifying at least one vendor record as 
quali?ed, based on a match of said buyer identi?cation 
data and the buyer identi?cation data ?eld of said at 
least one vendor record; 

means for transmitting a vendor’s invitation-for-bid data 
to said at least one vendors; 

means for inputting into said general purpose computer a 
plurality of bid data, each from one of said plurality of 
vendors to Which said vendor’s invitation-for-bid data 
Was transmitted, each of said bid data representing a bid 
price; 

means for identifying a bid data from said received bid 
data having the loWest represented bid price; 

means for outputting a selected vendor data representing 
the identity of the vendor corresponding to the bid data 
identi?ed by said identifying means; and 

means for transmitting an order to the vendor represented 
by said selected vendor data. 

15. A system according to claim 14 further comprising: 

means for inserting a vendor capability data into at least 
one of said vendor records, said vendor capability data 
representing a set of vendor manufacturing capabilities 
of the print information product vendor identi?ed by 
said record; 

means for calculating a vendor requirement data from said 
buyer’s invitation-for-bid data, said vendor require 
ment data representing a set vendor manufacturing 
capabilities required for performing said print informa 
tion product job; and 

means for comparing said vendor requirement data to the 
print information product records associated With the 
buyer from Which said buyer’s information-for-bid Was 
received, 

Wherein said means for identifying at least one vendor 
record as quali?ed performs said identifying based on 
a result of said comparing means and a match of said 
buyer identi?cation data and the buyer identi?cation 
data ?eld of said at least one vendor record. 


